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Introduction
The Alsónyék–Bátaszék site lies in south-eastern
Transdanubia, in the south-western part of the Tolna
Sárköz region (Fig. 1).1 It is bounded by the Szek-
szárd Hills in the west and by the wide alluvial plains
of the former Danube channels in the east. The site
rises above the alluvial plain of the Danube. Its sur-
roundings are dotted by island-like ridges lying at
92–94m a.s.l., higher than the average 86–87m a.s.l.
of the area, as well as of the infilled river and stream
channels. The bed of the Lajvér Stream extends ac-
ross the middle of the excavated area (Pl. 1). The ri-
ver regulations had completely changed the original
geomorphological features of the area by the late
19th century.
The site lies near the Danube, the main natural com-
munications artery, and at the meeting point of two
different regions, the Transdanubian Hills and the
Great Hungarian Plain. On a larger scale, it lies in
the contact zone between the Neolithic populations
of the northern Balkans and Central Europe. This
geographical location left its imprint on the archaeo-
logical record, which is reflected in clear signs of cul-
tural influences from the south in the material of all
Neolithic periods recorded at the site.
The site was investigated during the archaeological
excavations preceding the construction of the M6
motorway between 2006 and 2009. In addition to
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the Institute of Archaeology of the Hungarian Aca-
demy of Sciences, several other institutions also par-
ticipated in the excavations conducted at several lo-
cations independently of each other owing to the
tight excavation schedule (Pl. 1). However, it soon
became clear that the different locations were all
part of a single, very extensive Neolithic site. The
roughly 15 000 features uncovered reflect the site’s
intensive occupation and the large, c. 250 000m2
area of the excavations. About 90% of the uncovered
features could be assigned to the Neolithic: the Star-
≠evo culture, the Central European Linearband-
keramik (LBK), the Sopot culture and Lengyel cul-
ture. The proportion of finds from other periods
(Bronze Age, Iron Age, Roman Age) was considerably
smaller. Several studies discussing the site and its
finds have already been published, ranging from
preliminary reports (Bánffy et al. 2010; Gallina et
al. 2010; Gelencsér 2010; Majerik et al. 2010) to ar-
ticles devoted to a particular aspect (Zalai-Gaál 2008;
Zalai-Gaál, Osztás 2009a; 2009b; Zalai-Gaál et al.
2009; 2010; 2011a; 2011b; 2012).2
The occupants of Alsónyék before the Lengyel
culture
The Star≠evo culture
The first Neolithic inhabitants in the area were po-
pulation groups of the Star≠evo culture. In Hungary,
the archaeological investigation of this culture be-
gan in the 1970s, when the culture’s first sites were
discovered. Since then, over 30 sites have been do-
cumented in Transdanubia, most of which lie in the
Danube and Dráva valleys, the Sió–Sárvíz valley and
in the north to south stream valleys (Kalicz et al.
2007a.25; Kalicz 2011.105–107; Abb. 1.1). In terms
of its location, the Alsónyék site fits into the chain
of already known sites. Our knowledge of Star≠evo
culture is based on small-scale excavations and sal-
vage operations, and the findings of field surveys
(Kalicz 2011.111). Some 500 features of the Star≠e-
vo settlement were uncovered in the south-eastern
part of the excavated area at Alsónyék (Fig. 2). We
must mention the roughly 100 ovens and thirty
graves in which the deceased were buried in a con-
tracted position.3 The archaeological features have
their best parallels in the Star≠evo sites in Croatia,
as far as the large, irregular pits, the oven types and
the burials are concerned (Minichreiter 2007.Fig. 5,
Figs. 15–16, Fig. 21a–b; Minichreiter, Boti≤ 2010).
Knowing that the northern fringes of the Balkan–
Aegean Early Neolithic culture province lay in south-
ern Transdanubia, it is hardly surprising that these
sites are most closely allied to settlements in Croa-
tia and the Srem, because all three regions were part
of the same cultural complex (Kalicz et al. 2007a.
25). The typological traits and decoration of the ce-
ramics indicate that one part of the Star≠evo settle-
ment at Alsónyék can be dated to the culture’s late
phase (Bánffy et al. 2010), although an earlier occu-
pation can also be assumed, as some finds exhibit
the traits of an earlier phase.
It is generally assumed that surface-level, timber-
framed buildings had existed already during the
Star≠evo period, because the presence of post hou-
ses has been documented on sites of the contempo-
raneous Körös culture (for a recent overview, cp.
Raczky 2006). However, the number of Star≠evo
sites is well below the currently known Körös sites
Fig. 1. Location of Alsónyék–Bátaszék and the
main Hungarian sites of Lengyel culture with tim-
ber-framed houses. 1 Alsónyék–Bátaszék; 2 Zengő-
várkony; 3 Veszprém–Jutasi út; 4 Győr–Szabadrét-
domb.
2 The cleaning and conservation of the finds from certain excavation areas are still in progress. The assessment of a part of the finds
is performed as part of a research project directed by Eszter Bánffy, supported by Grant K 81230 of the Hungarian Scientific Re-
search Fund (OTKA).
3 The settlement features and the most important finds from the Early Neolithic settlement have been described in a preliminary re-
port (Bánffy et al. 2010). This description is based on the excavation data of the intensively occupied Star≠evo settlement in the
south-eastern part of the excavated area. The exact number of ovens and burials has since been modified (Gallina et al. 2010).
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(Bittner 2012a; 2012b; Dani 2012; Kustár 2012;
Paluch 2012; Siklósi 2012). Not one single surface-
level, timber-framed Star≠evo house has yet been
found in Hungary, and the Alsónyék site is no excep-
tion in this respect.
The LBK
A major settlement of the Central European LBK was
uncovered in the central area of the investigated
area (Fig. 2). In addition to various pits and a few
ditches, a substantial number of the long pits (Längs-
grube) flanking the houses were also uncovered.
The remains of some 20 houses were identified in
all. However, indications of the timber framework
of these buildings could only be observed in a few
cases and thus these house plans are unsuited to a
more detailed architectural analysis. None of the
burials could be securely dated to the LBK period.
Excavations conducted as part of the M6 salvage
operations at another LBK settlement discovered at
Tolna–Mözs lying some 20km north of Alsónyék
brought to light the remains of 47 surface-level, post-
framed buildings (Marton, Oross 2012). The signifi-
cance of these sites lies in that they represent the
southernmost LBK settlements in Transdanubia. Dis-
regarding the southern shores of Lake Balaton, none
of the previously known sites in southern Transda-
nubia yielded the remains of above-ground, timber-
framed houses (Oross, Bánffy 2009.Fig. 9). The sites
are also remarkable regarding their find material,
which to some extent reflects the geographical loca-
tion of these sites, as the pottery assemblages indi-
cate strong cultural influence from the Vin≠a A cul-
ture during the early LBK period in southern Trans-
danubia (Marton, Oross 2012). Nándor Kalicz (1994.
72) had already pointed out that Vin≠a wares could
be distinguished in the ceramic assemblages from
some of the region’s early LBK settlements. The pre-
liminary assessment of the pottery finds from Alsón-
yék and Tolna–Mözs conclusively proves the exis-
Pl. 1. Alsónyék–Bátaszék. Plan of the excavations. 1 Site M6 TO 10/B, Alsónyék–Kanizsa-dűlő. Excavated
by the Institute of Archaeology of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences and Archeosztráda Ltd. between
2006 and 2008, excavation conducted by Anett Osztás and István Zalai-Gaál. Excavated area: 42 076m2;
2 Site M6 TO 10/B, Alsónyék–Kanizsa-dűlő. Excavated by Ásatárs Ltd. in 2006–2007, excavation conduc-
ted by Zsolt Gallina. Excavated area: 47 038m2; 3 Site M6 TO 046, Lajvérpuszta. Excavated by the Field
Service for Cultural Heritage in 2008–2009, excavation conducted by Vera Majerik. Excavated area:
6799m2; 4 Site M6 TO 11, Bátaszék–Malomrét-dűlő. Excavated by Ásatárs Ltd. in 2006–2007, excavation
conducted by Péter Hornok and Zsolt Gallina. Excavated area: 67 095m2; 5 Site M6 TO 11, Magtár. Exca-
vated by the Field Service for Cultural Heritage in 2008, excavation conducted by Vera Majerik. Excava-
ted area: 16 253m2; 6 Site M6 TO 5603/1, Bátaszék–Mérnökségi Telep and Bátaszék-56-os út. Excavated
by the Institute of Archaeology of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences and Archeosztráda Ltd. in 2008–
2009, excavation conducted by Anett Osztás. Excavated area: 63 488m2; 7 Site M6 TO 5603/2, Alsónyék
Hosszú dűlő. Excavated by the Wosinsky Mór County Museum in 2008–2009, excavation conducted by
János Ódor. Excavated area: 10 210m2.
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tence of a contact zone and
cultural interaction between
the two cultures.4
The Sopot culture
A Sopot culture site was iden-
tified about 1km east of the
large excavation area at Al-
sónyék (Fig. 2). Twenty buri-
als and the remains of what
was possibly an enclosure
came to light at this site of the
Sopot culture,5 whose rela-
tion to and contact with the
Lengyel culture is one of the
key issues in Hungarian Neo-
lithic studies. Very little was
known about the Sopot cul-
ture in Hungary, even though our knowledge has
grown considerably since the 1960s and 1970s,
when the culture’s first sites were identified. No
more than three sites were known at the time: one
of these was Bicske in Fejér County; the other two
were Hidas and Izmény, both of which lie fairly
close to Alsónyék (Kalicz, Makkay 1972). Finds of
the eastern Transdanubian variant of the Sopot cul-
ture, characterised by a slightly differing artefactual
material, have since been found also in south-west-
ern Transdanubia, in part from the excavations at
Becsehely and in part from a series of sites in Zala
County investigated during the salvage operations
preceding the construction of the M7 motorway
(Horváth, Kalicz 2003; P. Barna 2007). These sites
share numerous similarities with the Brezovljani
group of the western, Slavonian branch of the So-
pot culture (P. Barna 2011.31). Large settlements of
the culture can be found at Fajsz–Garadomb and
Fajsz–Kovácshalom on the left bank of the Danube.
Burials and the remains of possible buildings were
uncovered at the former.6 The tell site at Fajsz–Ko-
vácshalom has been surveyed and systematically co-
red (Bánffy 2003). Dated to the transition between
the Middle and the Late Neolithic, Sopot culture was
assumed to have played a crucial role in the emer-
gence of Lengyel culture as the medium and trans-
mitter of southern elements (Kalicz, Makkay 1972.
12; Regenye 2002.32). Recent studies suggest that
the Sopot and formative Lengyel phases were per-
haps partly contemporaneous (Kalicz et al. 2007b.
44–45). Until recently, virtually nothing was known
about the culture’s houses or mode of construction.
The large-scale excavations conducted over the past
decades have brought a welcome change in this re-
spect, too. Large Sopot settlements have been inves-
tigated at Petrivente, Sormás–Törökföldek and Sor-
más–Mántai-dűlő during salvage excavations along
the planned route of the M7 motorway (Horváth,
Kalicz 2003; P. Barna 2007). A systematic overview
of the settlement features and houses uncovered at
the latter two sites has been published by Judit P.
Barna (2009; 2011), together with a typological clas-
sification of the Sopot and early Lengyel houses.
Research on Lengyel architecture in Hungary
The earlier settlement territory of the Central Eu-
ropean LBK was populated by the Lengyel culture
during the Late Neolithic of the Carpathian Basin.
The Lengyel distribution reached its greatest extent
by the late Lengyel period (Raczky 1974.209; Re-
genye 2007.381). Research on the Lengyel culture
began over 120 years ago. Over 300 sites are known
in Hungary, about one-half of which can be found in
southern Transdanubia (Zalai-Gaál 2008.243, Abb.2).
The Alsónyék settlement lies near the culture’s em-
blematic sites such as Zengővárkony, Mórágy–Tűz-
kődomb and the eponymous site at Lengyel. The
early excavations at Lengyel and Zengővárkony ac-
Fig. 2. Spatial distribution of Neolithic cultures at Alsónyék–Bátaszék.
4 Our discussion of the LBK material from Alsónyék is based on the finds from the areas excavated by the Institute of Archaeology
of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.
5 The assessment of the finds is currently in progress. We would here like to thank János Ódor for kindly allowing the publication
of the site and its finds.
6 The site was investigated between 2006 and 2008 as part of a collaborative research project between the Institute of Archaeology
of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences and Tübingen University. The excavations were directed by Eszter Bánffy and Jörg Petrasch.
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quainted the archaeological community with the cul-
ture’s material heritage, its burial customs and the
grave goods deposited in the burials.
The beginning of research on the Lengyel culture is
synonymous with Mór Wosinsky’s activity in the late
19th century. He excavated ’narrow habitations’
which he described as lowly hovels
at the Lengyel site (Wosinsky 1885.
38). In his view, the ’habitations‘ in-
cluded sunken pits whose sidewalls
of daubed witling rose above the
ground (Wosinsky 1896.31–49).
Wosinsky’s excavations were follo-
wed by an upsurge of archaeological
interest in the Lengyel culture dur-
ing the 1930s, especially in southern
Transdanubia, marked by a series of
larger excavations and research pro-
jects, whose key figure was János
Dombay. He investigated several si-
tes in Baranya County, the most im-
portant of which were Pécsvárad–
Aranyhegy, Villánykövesd and Zen-
gővárkony. The many features exca-
vated at the latter site and the 368 burials uncove-
red during the site’s investigation made Zengővár-
kony into the period’s best-researched archaeologi-
cal site (Dombay 1939).
Based on the observation made during his excava-
tions at Pécsvárad and Villánykövesd, Dombay be-
lieved that the dark, ashy patches forming straight
rows visible on the surface represented former ha-
bitations, under which he discovered elaborate ’pit
systems‘. He concluded that these large pits, yield-
ing a rich array of finds, were the remains of the
sunken huts and outbuildings of the settlement’s
occupants. He interpreted the ashy levels mixed
with charcoal and soot as the remains of the colla-
psed roof (Dombay 1958.58–69; 1959.69).
He made similar observations at Zengővárkony. He
carefully analysed the house remains, which inspi-
red a series of elaborate reconstructions (Dombay
1960.156–192). The oft-quoted house plan, which
for a long time was the single known above-ground,
timber-framed building of the Lengyel culture, was
uncovered at Zengővárkony. As a matter of fact, the
house plan represented not one, but three build-
ings, because the original house had been renewed
twice. Taking the differing colour and composition
of the fill of the postholes as his starting point, Dom-
bay (1960.57–65, Abb. 17) attempted to distinguish
the different building phases and made reconstruc-
tions of the building in each phase. Later, Pál Patay
(1985) also devoted a study to the house plans at
Zengővárkony. He noted that the three houses had
been built in the same architectural tradition. He
was not wholly satisfied with the reconstructions
Fig. 3. The Lengyel settlement at Alsónyék–Báta-
szék with the distribution of the timber-framed
houses and possible boundary of the settlement.
Fig. 4. Alsónyék–Bátaszék. House 2401, view from the north.
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proposed by Dombay and Müller-
Karpe (1968.233, Taf. 188.M), and
thus created his own version (Patay
1985.550, note 15). We also revea-
led several successively renewed
buildings at Alsónyék and found
that the buildings became slightly
larger with each renewal. Based on
this observation, each of the three
earlier reconstructions can be chal-
lenged on the grounds that the later
buildings could hardly have been
smaller than the initial one (Patay
1985.551, Abb. 1). It remains un-
clear with which occupation phase
the buildings found at Zengővárkony
can be associated. According to Ju-
raj Pavúk’s (2003.464) chronologi-
cal framework, the house plans can be dated to the
Lengyel I or Santovka phase.
Dombay’s influence on later research can also be
seen in Rezső Pusztai’s work, who in 1948 uncove-
red a 7 x 5m large pit at Szemely, also in Baranya
County, in whose central area he found a hard-bea-
ten clay floor and a hearth. Quoting Dombay’s ob-
servations from Pécsvárad and Zengővárkony, Pu-
sztai claimed that the round pits had been habita-
tions and that this house type represented the do-
mestic architecture of Lengyel culture (Pusztai 1956.
39–41).
Until the 1960s, research on Lengyel culture was lar-
gely restricted to south-eastern Transdanubia. Even
so, the repeatedly renewed, timber-framed building
found at Zengővárkony remained the only one of
its kind for a long time.
The investigation of the early Lengyel settlement at
Aszód in Pest County was begun in the 1960s. The
site lies on the north-eastern boundary of the Len-
gyel distribution, so its excavation offered insights
into the culture’s cultural contacts with other regions.
The burnt remains of five wattle-and-daub buildings
were uncovered. Lying at a shallow depth below the
modern surface and greatly disturbed by ploughing,
the houses were spaced some 30–35m apart with no
apparent pattern. The small buildings were outlined
by the 8 x 5m and 6 x 4.5m patches of burnt de-
bris. No postholes of the timber structure were iden-
tified. The floor level was indicated by hearths and
the position of various artefacts. Nándor Kalicz inter-
preted the houses as buildings occupied by small nu-
clear families. Comparable surface-level houses with
wattle-and-daub walls were known only from Csabdi,
a settlement lying in the culture’s eastern distribu-
tion (Kalicz 1985.15–20). In view of the fact that
houses of this type were unknown in the entire
Lengyel complex and that the finds from Aszód re-
flected contacts with the Tisza culture, Kalicz sugges-
ted that the origins of the architecture at Aszód
should be sought outside the culture’s distribution
(Kalicz 2008.10, 13).
The next major discoveries were made in western
Transdanubia in the late 1960s. In 1968, Mária Ká-
rolyi conducted a rescue excavation at Jánosháza–
Fürdődomb, where she uncovered an ’Early Copper
Age residential building’. Károlyi noted the likeness
between the round ground plan and various other
elements of the house that she had excavated and
the building uncovered earlier at Szemely. She re-
constructed a small settlement with seasonally occu-
pied buildings and dated the settlement to the Leng-
yel III period on the basis of the finds (Károlyi
1992.6–7, 78). Also on the strength of the find mate-
rial, she interpreted a similar pit measuring 4 x
10m brought to light at Kisunyom–Nádasi tábla as a
sunken house dating from the period between the
Lengyel culture and the Balaton–Lasinja culture (Ká-
rolyi 1982.295–296). The sunken structures of this
type in Austria and Moravia were recently discus-
sed by Ângela Carneiro (2006.78) in her publication
of the sunken feature at Mannersdorf an der March.
Quoting also the structures uncovered by Károlyi in
Hungary, she concluded that these features were
probably workshops.
A few sunken buildings with a clearly discernible
occupation level were discovered in Zala County du-
Fig. 5. Alsónyék–Bátaszék. House 7003, view from the north.
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ring the 1970s. Two of these structures were dated
to the early Lengyel period (H. Simon 1987.7–8).
A number of research projects in the 1980s and
1990s gave fresh impetus to archaeological investi-
gations in Zala County (the Hahót Valley Project,
the archaeological investigations related to the Lit-
tle Balaton Reconstruction Project). The field sur-
veys and excavations conducted during these pro-
jects yielded invaluable new data for the settlement
patterns of the Lengyel culture, indicating a dense
settlement network during the culture’s early (Leng-
yel I) and late (Lengyel III) phase (Bánffy 1995a;
1995b; Bondár 1995). The above-ground, timber-
framed buildings of the Lengyel culture have not
been found at these sites.
The story of the culture’s architectural research con-
tinued in Veszprém County. In the early 1970s, Ma-
rietta Csányi and Pál Raczky uncovered a part of a
building at the Veszprém–Felszabadulás út site. The
large, north to south oriented building measuring
18 x 9m had an apsidal end. The 40–50cm thick
posts of the timber framework were dug into a 25–
50cm wide bedding trench. However, postholes were
observed only along some sections and no more
than a small part survived of the bedding trench for
the apsidal end. The building had a floor of hard-
packed yellow clay (Raczky 1974.186). The building
remains unparalleled in Hungary. The other major
contribution of the Veszprém site to Lengyel studies
was that – through a minute comparison with the
material from other sites – it allowed Raczky to dis-
tinguish the late Lengyel phase (Lengyel III) in the
culture’s Hungarian sequence (Raczky 1974.205).
Breaking the linear narrative of research history, a
later excavation at the same site should be mentio-
ned. In 2003, Judit Regenye investigated another
part of the Veszprém site during a rescue excavation,
which yielded important new data on the settlement
patterns and architectural traditions of Lengyel cul-
ture. This was the settlement where the classic post-
framed houses of the culture were documented
again, for the first time since the excavations at Zen-
gővárkony. Regenye (2004.25; 2007.381) had revea-
led nine surface-level, timber-framed houses, which
she dated to the end of Lengyel II and Lengyel III.
The large rectangular or slightly trapezoidal build-
ings were all built around a framework of upright
timbers, indicated by the closely spaced oval post-
hole, which in some spots formed bedding trench-
like sections. The houses are all basically of the
same type, although with slight variations. Most had
an internal partitioning wall supported by two or
three massive posts dug to a considerable depth and
another heavy post in the middle of the southern
end. The consistent lack of a southern wall sugges-
ted that this room was either open or porch-like, or
that this wall had been of a flimsier construction
whose posts had barely been dug into the ground.
The posts providing the frame of the sidewalls of
the southern room were in all cases driven deep
into the ground, raising the possibility that they had
perhaps also supported a second floor. Regenye
(2004.29; 2007.386) quoted the buildings from Zen-
gővárkony and the houses from Santovka and Ωlkov-
ce assigned to Type 3a by Pavúk as the best analo-
gies to the Veszprém buildings.
Other investigations in the Veszprém area focused
on identifying the workshops of the Szentgál–Tűz-
köveshegy flint deposits (Regenye 2000; 2001). Se-
veral smaller settlements were recorded which had
been established for the protection of the mine andFig. 6. Alsónyék–Bátaszék. Plan of House 498.
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for exploiting its deposits. These settlements yield-
ed buildings entirely different from the Veszprém–
Jutasi út site. At Szentgál–Teleki-dűlő, for example,
an irregular rectangular house plan with a row of
postholes across its middle was uncovered after the
removal of the burnt daub debris. The building’s
sidewalls were outlined by smaller postholes. The
building’s width conformed to the usual width of
the large Lengyel houses, but its length was about
one-half of the culture’s standard norms. Similar
buildings were found at Ajka–Pál-major and Város-
lőd–Újmajor, while debris of burnt daub was exca-
vated at the Szentgál–Füzi-kút site; no post holes
were found under the debris. Regenye contended
that these structures and the similar buildings un-
covered at Aszód, Tekenye, Zalaszentbalázs and in
the distribution of the Moravian Painted Pottery cul-
ture indicated the existence of another house type,
and suggested that villages with houses of this type
represented another element in the Lengyel settle-
ment network. She distinguished these villages
from the more central, densely occupied settlement
with large timber-framed houses that were engaged
in specialised production or in the organisation of
trade, which in her view was also reflected in the
nature and spatial organisation of the settlement
(Regenye 2004.31–32; 2007.395; 2011.63).
Our knowledge of Copper Age architecture was sub-
stantially enriched by new information recovered
from the sites investigated during the salvage exca-
vations preceding the construction of the M1 motor-
way and other major construction projects on the
Small Hungarian Plain, first at Győr–Szabadrétdomb,
Mosonszentmiklós–Pálmajor, Lébény–Bille-domb,
Lébény–Kaszás-domb, Mosonszentmiklós–Egyéni-föl-
dek, Győr–Marcalváros-Bevásárlóközpont in Győr-
Moson-Sopron County (Figler 1993; 1997; Németh
1994; M. Egry 2001; 2003) and later at Szomba-
thely–Metro áruház in Vas County (Ilon, Farkas
2001). The buildings discovered at these sites have
been analysed in detail (M. Virág 2004; 2005; M.
Virág, Figler 2007). In addition to the house plans
assigned to the Balaton–Lasinja/Ludanice culture,
the remains of buildings with bedding trenches pos-
sibly dating to the late Lengyel period were also un-
covered during the excavations at Győr–Szabadrét-
domb and Mosonszentmiklós–Pálmajor. House 500
at Győr–Szabadrétdomb was a large, two-roomed
building with an open porch. The building had a
bedding trench and was divided into two rooms by
a wall indicated by three posts. A large posthole for
a massive beam supporting the roof was uncovered
in both rooms (M. Virág, Figler 2007.347, 348, Fig.
2.2). This building resembled the houses reported
from Veszprém–Jutasi út and the Slovakian ones as-
signed to the Lengyel II period by Pavúk, the only
difference being that the latter lacked a bedding
trench. This house plan at Győr–Szabadrétdomb can
probably be dated to the beginning of the Lengyel
III period (M. Virág, Figler 2007.350).
Several buildings with bedding trenches, differing
from the house described above, came to light at the
Győr–Szabadrétdomb and Mosonszentmiklós–Pálma-
jor sites. In the view of Zsuzsanna M. Virág and An-
drás Figler, the best parallels to these buildings are
the house plans discovered at the late Lengyel/epi-
Lengyel sites in Austria and the similar buildings of
Fig. 7. Alsónyék–Bátaszék. Plan of House 7644.
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the Balaton–Lasinja period (M. Virág, Figler 2007.
350, 352, 357, 358, 360). As the finds of both peri-
ods (late Lengyel and Balaton-Lasinja) were brought
to light at these two sites, there is no conclusive evi-
dence for dating the house to one or the other cul-
ture, as it is almost impossible to date the buildings
on typological grounds alone without the support of
stratigraphic data, radiocarbon dates and a clear as-
sociation of finds with a particular building (Virág,
Figler 2007.360).
Returning to south-eastern Transdanubia, research
in the later 20th century was principally concerned
with the assessment of the enormous body of finds
unearthed earlier. The over 600 burials found in
south-eastern Transdanubia during previous and
more recent excavations (Mórágy–Tűzkődomb) were
discussed by István Zalai-Gaál (2001; 2010). The ty-
pological analysis of the finds and socio-archaeolo-
gical analysis of the cemeteries brought major new
insights regarding the period’s social organisation
and relative chronology in south-eastern Transdanu-
bia. New Lengyel buildings did not come to light du-
ring more recent excavations, so studies of the re-
gion’s architecture lag behind compared to other re-
gions.
Following research by Zalai-Gaál (1990), the inten-
sive survey and mapping of the Lengyel enclosures
in Baranya County was begun (Bertók, Gáti 2011).
In addition to a better knowledge of the structure,
function and chronology of enclosures, the work by
Gábor Bertók and Csilla Gáti also provided new in-
formation on the culture’s settlement network, be-
cause settlements could be assumed near the enclo-
sures. The remains of 16 enclosures of the Lengyel
culture were investigated in Baranya County, using
mostly non-destructive survey techniques. Four of
the 16 sites identified through aerial archaeologi-
cal photography were investigated in greater detail
with a magnetometer survey and small sounding
excavations. Two of these were the enclosures at
Villánykövesd and Zengővárkony, two of the sites
excavated by Dombay. One interesting finding of
the survey at Zengővárkony was that the projection
of the old excavation trenches onto the survey plan
revealed that Dombay’s trenches had all missed the
enclosure, explaining why he had made no mention
of it (Bertók, Gáti 2011.7, Abb. 5d). Another intri-
guing discovery was that the magnetometer survey
also indicated the presence of what were probably
large buildings inside the enclosure at the Szemely–
Hegyes I, Belvárdgyula and Szarkahegy sites (Ber-
tók, Gáti 2011.10–11, Abb.7–8, 12,
13, 18–19, Abb. 13–14).
The large-scale excavations have
opened up entirely new perspecti-
ves in the research of prehistoric set-
tlements. These investigations have
called for new approaches to the
study of settlement size and settle-
ment layout, as well as to how prehi-
storic societies were organised. The
many new finds of above-ground,
timber-framed houses have called for
a re-assessment of earlier views. By
this time it had become clear that the
sunken structures/pits previously in-
terpreted as residential buildings
were temporary shelters or features
used for various activities (e.g., Ka-
licz 2003.8; Raczky 2005.24; Pavúk
2003.464).
It must also be noted that several
problems are encountered when in-
terpreting the house plans discove-
red during salvage excavations. Very
often, they are incomplete because
some of the structural elements were
Fig. 8. Plan of House 6150 at Alsónyék–Bátaszék (left), House 52
at Ωlkovce (right, after Pavúk 2003.Abb. 9.1).
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not dug into the virgin soil and thus the surviving
house plans are unsuitable for architectural recon-
structions or for an assessment of the possible varia-
tions between various buildings and the differen-
ces in their architectural details. With the lack of a
sufficient body of evidence, the reconstructions are
strongly hypothetical. Also, despite the large area in-
vestigated, very little in the way of new information
has come to light regarding the internal furnishing
of houses.
The Lengyel period is characterised by a new archi-
tectural innovation compared to the preceding LBK
period. One hallmark of the new architectural canon
was the disappearance of the internal longitudinal
rows of posts supporting the roof and a new roof
construction. In the German terminology, this new
roof structure is called ‘Sparrendach’ (von Brandt
1980.424, 497–499; Masuch, Ziessow 1985.64; Lich-
ter 1993.61–63; Pavúk 2003.456, 466–467; Raczky
2005.26). In this new construction, the load of the
roof was borne entirely by the side walls. Pavúk ar-
gued that the large post supporting a second storey
made additional timbers unnecessary inside the
house. In Pavúk’s view, this architectural innovation
was probably mediated to the Lengyel culture by the
Vin≠a–Plo≠nik culture (Pavúk 2003.456, 466).
The Lengyel settlement at Alsónyék
The remains of at least 118 above-ground, timber-
framed buildings were uncovered at the Alsónyék
site (Fig. 3),7 and additional buildings probably lie
in the still unexplored area beyond the investigated
section of the motorway’s planned path. As a com-
parison, Pavúk listed a total of 150 buildings from
Slovakia, which he assigned to various phases of his
Lengyel sequence (Pavúk 2003).
About one-third of the house plans (Fig. 3) uncove-
red at Alsónyék survived with indications of the
structural elements and their foundations virtually
intact (Category A, 35 houses). The majority of the
house plans, however, were incomplete, but were
well fairly preserved and thus the original building
could be reconstructed in many cases (Category B,
67 houses). The remaining buildings were houses of
which only a few characteristic elements survived to
indicate their presence (Category C, 16 houses).8
These elements include the deep and sturdy foun-
dations of partitioning walls and the remains of en-
trances. Obviously, the latter could not be included
in the architectural analysis, but they contribute use-
ful information regarding the layout of the settle-
ment. The many postholes would suggest that there
had once been considerably more buildings on the
settlement than suggested by the surviving house
plans, but we saw no sense in including hypotheti-
cal houses on the map. However, the differences in
the preservation of the buildings as reflected in the
three categories (A–C) clearly show that not only
certain structural elements, but also entire houses
can perish during the salvage excavations preced-
ing large-scale construction projects owing to the
mechanical removal of the topsoil. The partially sur-
viving house plans are insufficient for studying pos-
sible architectural innovations and variations, which
could indicate changes in the architectural traditions
of a site or period.
The majority of the house plans suitable for a de-
tailed architectural analysis (complete houseplans of
Category A) came to light in the northern part of the
Fig. 9. Alsónyék–Bátaszék. Plan of Houses 6132
and 6133.
7 The exact number of buildings was not known at the time the preliminary reports were published (Zalai-Gaál, Osztás 2009.45;
Gallina et al. 2010.12).
8 Similar categories were used in the assessment of the buildings of the LBK settlement at Balatonszárszó–Kis–erdei-dűlő (Oross 2008).
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investigated area, where we found closely spaced
buildings, many of which had been repeatedly rene-
wed. There were 43 house plans in this area, most
forming rows, although we had no way of establi-
shing which buildings had been contemporaneous.
The area was relatively densely and evenly built up
in the northern and eastern trenches extending
from the planned motorway. The southern part of
the area appears to have been more loosely occu-
pied. At the same time, a visible decline in occupa-
tion intensity could be noted in two areas: one in
the central area of the excavated area, where the
LBK settlement had been established, and the ot-
her in the south-eastern area, where the Star≠evo
settlement lay, where we did not register any traces
of a Lengyel occupation. The remains of the Lengyel
settlement could be documented across almost the
entire part of the excavated area: it was c. 1500m
long from north to south and 800m wide from east
to west. The site’s estimated size is approximately
80ha (Fig. 2).
The houses at Alsónyék were all large, post-framed
buildings with one or two internal partitioning walls
and an open porch on the southern side. We found
no other types of residential buildings or sunken
structures used for various activities. The houses all
had a uniform north-north-east to south-south-east
alignment, with slight variations across the entire
settlement. The length of the buildings, including
the porch, generally ranged between 14m and 22m,
although a few were longer. Their width varied be-
tween 6m and 8m. They had rectangular or slightly
trapezoidal ground plans, the sole difference be-
tween them being one of size, as the structures were
virtually identical. The frames of the walls were in-
dicated by densely spaced postholes, a feature noted
at Santovka, Ωlkovce and Veszprém. The postholes
for the massive timbers of the wooden framework
were sometimes dug at an angle, a practice also ob-
served at Veszprém and the Lengyel houses in Slo-
vakia (Pavúk 2003; Regenye 2004; 2007). The north-
ern wall generally had five or seven posts, with the
occasional building having nine. Pavúk has pointed
out that the northern wall of the houses assigned to
Type 3a at Ωlkovce were consistently constructed
with seven or nine posts and that the partitioning
walls usually had the same number of posts as the
northern wall (Pavúk 2003.459). At Alsónyék, how-
ever, we often found northern walls with five posts,
while the partitioning walls were usually indicated
by three very deep postholes (Figs. 5–10). The long
walls were outlined by closely spaced round and oval
postholes, whose number varied between 20 and 30.
In some cases, the postholes had a more irregular or
larger oval form and formed smaller bedding trench-
like sections, as at Veszprém (Figs. 4–5; Regenye
2004.29) and in the case of the Lengyel houses in
Slovakia (Pavúk 2003). Some houses had a bed-
ding trench on the western side (although with few
postholes inside), while others appeared to have a
bedding trench for the northern wall (Gallina et al.
2010.14–15, Fig. 7, Pl. 70.17). One house plan had
features resembling a bedding trench interrupted by
gaps along both long walls (Gallina et al. 2010.71,
Pl. 18.2). During the removal of the upper humus la-
yer, we often found that the edges of the soil marks
indicating postholes were contiguous.
The Alsónyék houses were divided into a larger
northern and a smaller southern or middle room by
an inner partitioning wall. A similar sized porch of-
ten adjoined the smaller southern room, making the
Fig. 10. Alsónyék–Bátaszék. Plan of House 4400,
a renewed building.
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building three-roomed. The posts of the porch were
usually dug to a slightly shallower depth than the
timbers of the walls and it was therefore difficult to
determine how large these additions had been be-
cause their traces were not always well preserved.
In some cases, however, we were able to accurately
establish that they were roughly the size of a room
(Fig. 7). The porch was open, at least in the sense
that there was no indication of a more massive wall
with deeply dug posts. However, possible traces of
less deeply dug posts may have perished when the
topsoil was removed prior to the excavation. The
entrance to the houses probably lay on the southern
side. Our preliminary assessment indicated that the
houseplans at Alsónyék were remarkably uniform
and it seems likely that the architectural practices
were similarly consistent. Some variability can be
noted in the construction of the porch: one type has
the porch separated from the second room from the
north by a regular partitioning wall and the building
thus has the semblance of a three-roomed structure
(Fig. 6). Another type is characterised by the pres-
ence of a massive post at the house’s southern end
and the continuation of the two long walls beyond
the line of this post (Figs. 7 and 10). The latter type
is typical for the buildings of Type 3a in Slovakia
and most of the buildings uncovered in Veszprém
(Pavúk 2003.461; Regenye 2004). Yet a third type
also has a narrow entryway (Fig. 8). The latter is re-
presented by several houseplans at Alsónyék, which
are slightly larger than the other buildings, but are
no different otherwise regarding their other structu-
ral elements. Described as Bau mit Eingangskorridor
by Pavúk (2003.462), the buildings of this type un-
earthed at Ωlkovce (assigned to Type 3b) were be-
lieved to have a special function in view of their lo-
cation (Pavúk 2003.461) because they lay inside the
central enclosure, farther from the densely occu-
pied settlement section, and were thus initially as-
sumed to have been the settings of rituals or the re-
sidence of an economic and political elite, and thus
a possible reflection of social ranking (Pavúk 1991.
356). In his latest study, Pavúk (2003.460) conten-
ded that these buildings had been the settings of ri-
tual activities. Six buildings of this type were unear-
thed at Ωlkovce. Although their exact chronological
position remains unknown, Pavúk assumed that a
building of this type had stood in each occupation
phase of the settlement. He quoted a building found
at the Gomolava site of the early Vin≠a–Plo≠nik cul-
ture as the best parallel to this type and regarded the
similarities between the two as additional proof of
the role played by Vin≠a culture in the emergence of
Lengyel culture (Pavúk 2003.462–463). At Alsónyék,
the buildings with an entryway do not appear to
have been set apart from the other houses. Their
exact chronological position remains unknown for
the time being. They may have originally formed a
separate cluster, but this is not apparent from the
plan of the site, which shows a densely built-up set-
tlement. However, given their size, we cannot ex-
clude the possibility that these buildings were per-
haps an expression of social inequalities (Siklósi
2010.41). Buildings with an entryway have been re-
ported from the Hulín–Prav≠ice-Vi∏ňovce site in Mo-
ravia (Kalábek et al. 2009.248–249, Fig. 7; Dobe∏ et
al. 2010.58, Abb.3); their large dimensions perhaps
support an interpretation along these lines.
The renewal of a house on the same spot could be
noted in several cases in the northern part of the
excavated area (Fig. 9). The more sturdy construc-
tion of the partitioning wall and the northern wall
can probably be explained by the enlargement of
the buildings. In terms of its structure, the new buil-
ding did not differ from the earlier one, save in its
dimensions, reflecting the intention to increase the
building’s size. The preservation of the earlier struc-
ture could be documented in the case of one build-
ing to which an extra room was added at the south-
ern end (Fig. 10). The house plan reveals that the
open porch on the southern side had been walled
up, creating a new partitioning wall between the new
room and the entrance, which was virtually repro-
duced. The practice of renewing houses on the same
spot was also observed at Zengővárkony and Vesz-
prém (Dombay 1960; Regenye 2004).
Virtually nothing is known about the internal furni-
shing of Lengyel houses and the functions of the dif-
ferent rooms. Very few houses had burned down
and even fewer had preserved some part of their
furnishings. Two notable exceptions can be cited
from the Nitra and Budmerice sites. A hard-burnt
clay layer was found at the latter, which Pavúk
(2003.455–456) interpreted as the remains of a se-
cond storey or the ceiling. Obviously, the floor le-
vel of the houses may have been destroyed by later
intrusions and ploughing. Very often, we found large
chunks of burnt daub directly under the plough zone.
In a few cases, we uncovered burnt daub fragments,
especially in the large postholes of the partitioning
walls, perhaps an indication that the house had pe-
rished in fire. We also found burnt daub fragments
in some spots and, in one case, we found intact ves-
sels amidst the remains of what we assumed to be a
burnt wall section (Fig. 11). Burnt daub fragments
regularly occurred in the fill of the large refuse pits,
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providing additional proof that some structures had
been destroyed by fire and, also, that the rubble had
been cleared away, i.e., that the occupants had kept
the house areas clean.
The best architectonic parallels to the houses unco-
vered at Alsónyék come from nearby Zengővárkony
and the buildings excavated at Veszprém, and they
also share numerous similarities with Pavúk’s Type
3a and 3b, even though the latter are usually larger
and have a rectangular ground plan, while the Al-
sónyék buildings are smaller and slightly trapezoi-
dal. House plans of Type 3b, buildings with an en-
tryway, have also been found at Alsónyék. However,
there is one major difference between the houses of
Type 3a and 3b in Slovakia and the buildings at Vesz-
prém and Alsónyék, namely the lack of a heavy post
in the longitudinal axis of the innermost room, a
feature typical of the Slovakian house plans which
Pavúk (2003.460–461, Abb. 7–9) believes supported
a second storey (ibid. 456). We do not want to take
a definite stand concerning a possible second sto-
rey at this point, because in order to assume the exi-
stence of a second storey based on differences in the
depth of postholes (Regenye 2004.29) requires a mi-
nute analysis of an enormous body of data. However,
a few preliminary remarks can be made. A large post-
hole was found inside the Type 3a houses at both
Ωlkovce and Santovka, and while these were not al-
ways located in the centre of the room, they were
positioned along the building’s longitudinal axis (Pa-
vúk 2003.461, Abb. 8). The same feature was recor-
ded in the buildings at Hulín, a more recently inves-
tigated site (Kalábek et al.
2009.248–249, Fig. 7), where
several large postholes were
uncovered along the axis of
some houses, especially the
larger ones such as House 45,
an exceptionally huge build-
ing. One of the buildings un-
covered in Veszprém had two
postholes along the building’s
axis, probably for supporting
the roof (Regenye 2004.43,
Fig. 18). The currently avail-
able scanty evidence does not
provide conclusive proof of
the existence of a second sto-
rey/loft in the Lengyel build-
ings, and it is therefore possi-
ble that together with the
middle posts of the partitio-
ning wall, these posts had
also played a role in supporting the roof structure.
Since large posts of this type did not occur in the
inner rooms of the buildings at Alsónyék, the pres-
ence of a second storey/ loft above these rooms can
be rejected. The single large posthole along the buil-
ding’s axis was found in the centre or the end of the
porch-like southern room (Figs. 9–10), making it
unlikely that this post had supported an upper sto-
rey or loft. It seems more likely that it had a static
function. It is possible that, together with the central
post of the northern wall and the partitioning wall,
it supported the roof, a possibility suggested also by
the fact that the central posts of the northern wall
and the internal partitioning wall(s) were usually
larger and dug deeper than the other ones. Obvi-
ously, a reconstruction along these lines can be con-
firmed or dismissed only after a minute analysis of
the available data. Nonetheless, the preliminary ar-
chitectural assessment of the buildings uncovered at
Alsónyék suggests that there were no major changes
in architectural practices during the settlement’s oc-
cupation. The house plans at the site and their archi-
tecture reflect a fairly uniform and consistent prac-
tice. It would appear that certain standard procedu-
res were followed in house construction which re-
mained virtually unchanged during the settlement’s
life-time.
One of the crucial issues remains how the chronolo-
gical position of the houses relative to each other
can be determined. In other words, how can we se-
curely identify the finds which can be associated with
a particular house and which pits and other featu-
Fig. 11. Alsónyék–Bátaszék. Burnt debris of a Lengyel building with ves-
sels in situ.
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res can be linked to one or
the other building? How can
we date individual buildings?
In some cases, we found large
pits extending along the
northern wall which can in
all likelihood be associated
with the building (Fig. 6).
Some of these pits, dug into
each other, formed a ditch
extending parallel to an en-
tire row of buildings in some
areas of the site. These pits
were probably borrowing pits,
opened when the house was
built and later filled with hou-
sehold refuse (Fig. 12). Their
enormous size raises the pos-
sibility that they can be linked
to several contemporaneous
houses, and thus – in addition
to the data from archaeome-
tric analysis – the superposi-
tions, a minute examination of the site plans and
comparison of various features of the find material
can shed light on diachronic changes in the settle-
ment’s layout.
The Lengyel settlement probably continued in al-
most all directions beyond the excavated area. How
can we determine the boundaries of such a large set-
tlement? To answer this question, we considered the
following points: the settlement extended to the
eastern edge of site M6 TO 46 towards the west,
where we found Lengyel burials and two timber-
frame buildings which could be confidently assigned
to the Lengyel culture (Fig. 3; Majerik et al. 2010).
A nearby hill limited the settlement’s expansion in
this direction. We uncovered a few ditch sections
lying far from each other in the northern, eastern
and southern ends of the excavation trenches, which
we interpreted as marking the possible boundaries
(Fig. 3). The ditch (Feature 4305) extended along
the entire width of the motorway’s planned path in
the northern part of the excavated area. Only a
small section was found in the east (Feature 2218),
while two parallel ditch sections were identified in
the southern part of the excavated area. The sec-
tion of the ditch indicated a V-shaped structure, 2m
deep and 1–1.5m wide. We did not find any post-
holes in the bottom of the ditch or any traces sug-
gesting a palisade or structure on the inner side of
the ditch. The fill, the dimensions and the presence
of certain structural elements suggested that these
sections were part of the same ditch. An exact coun-
terpart of the structure perpendicular to the ditch is
known at Sormás–Törökföldek, where it was inter-
preted as a wooden bridge (P. Barna 2010.97, 114,
Fig. 8.1).
One oft-encountered problem in estimating the size
of the community occupying the settlement is that
population estimates based on the number of houses
(and their inhabitants) is often at variance with the
number of excavated burials. Very often, the number
of burials is quite low compared to the houses un-
covered during the excavation of extensive areas
(Raczky, Anders 2006.25). The obvious question,
then, is where did the occupants bury their dead?
At Alsónyék, we found 2359 Late Neolithic burials
which formed groups, the smallest of which contai-
ned 25 to 30 burials, the largest as many as 100. The
latter reflect the continued use of a burial ground or
perhaps a change in mortuary customs. A few soli-
tary graves were also uncovered, some of which lay
on the site of former houses and occasionally for-
med smaller clusters. The burials reflected a strict
burial rite: the deceased were aligned east or west
with the face to the south and they were laid to rest
in a contracted position. One element of the Lengyel
burial rite, graves containing some sort of a wooden
structure, was first observed at the Alsónyék site.
Compared to the usual oval or oblong grave pits,
these graves were rectangular, larger than average
and dug to a greater depth. Most of the grave pits
Fig. 12. Alsónyék–Bátaszék. Row of Lengyel houses with borrow pits dug
into each other.
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Pl. 2. A selection of burials and grave goods from Alsónyék-Bátaszék.
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measured 2 x 2m and had a large posthole in each
corner, indicating the presence of a wooden bier or
funerary structure erected over the burial (Zalai-
Gaál et al. 2012). The rich variety of grave goods –
costume adornments, jewellery articles, prestige
items and other artefacts reflecting social status –
suggests that these graves can be regarded as those
of the community’s high-status members, and can
thus be seen as a reflection of early social ranking
(Pl. 2). About 100 burials of this type were uncove-
red. The preliminary anthropological assessment of
the skeletal remains revealed that men and women
were buried in these graves in roughly equal num-
bers.
The Lengyel settlement of Alsónyék is unique among
the culture’s known sites and represents a flouri-
shing period in the life of the culture. During its oc-
cupation, the settlement grew into a regional cen-
tre of the type noted at Zengővárkony, eclipsing the
smaller settlements of the dense settlement network.
The assessment of the artefacts and analysis of the
pottery, lithic finds and copper and shell jewellery
from the graves will take several years. Little can be
said at present about the settlement’s internal chro-
nology. The preliminary assessment of the grave
goods indicates that the cemetery was in use from
the south-eastern Transdanubian Lengyel Ib period.
Most burials yielded material typical of the Lengyel
IIa1–2 period. The architectonic features of the hou-
ses and their resemblance to the buildings uncove-
red at Veszprém and the Lengyel sites in Slovakia in-
dicate that the site was occupied continuously during
the Lengyel II period.
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